• Typically by calling other configuration functions
• Implies that the configuration of an eventprocessing algorithm is standalone run-able (as long as the input can be read from a file). Composability: Bigger jobs are assembled from smaller configuration fragments. Deduplication: Many basic components will be declared multiple times. Explicit step to drop (or reconcile) duplicates.
Co

Configuration Flags:
Container of key-value pairs steering the configuration.
• Examples: real data or MC, cut-values, turning corrections on/off.
• Flags are passed through the call chain from top-level to each configuration method.
• Interdependence: Flag knows how to set itself based on previously set flags if not explicitly set by the user.
• E.G. Flag steering a correction not applicable on MC is turned off if the isMC-Flag is set. Auto-configuration: Setting flags depending on the input (data/MC, B-Field on/off, …).
Configuring what?
The ATLAS offline software (Athena) consisting of thousands of components (Algorithms, Services, Tools) written in C++.
Configuration: Assembling a subset of these components into an executable program, respecting their interdependence. The configuration depends on the work-flow (Simulation, Reconstruction, HLT, various calibration jobs, …) and the input data.
Co
Static vs dynamic configuration
• Athena jobs can be started from a static configuration read from a file (python pickle), the configuration code discussed here produces such a file.
• Generally done in one go
• Working only with static configurations is not practical.
• Too many possible combinations workflows and inputs leading to too many different configurations. 
